
 

MiniBTC is a new community-driven DeFi 
token on the Binance Smart Chain that is an 
automatic liquidity providing protocol that 
pays out static rewards to holders. 

HTTPS://MINIBTC.ORG

LITEPAPER

https://minibtc.org/


About 

Our goal is to give a second chance to those people who did 
not have time to buy bitcoin in 2009-2013. We also want and 
will help orphans, children with disabilities and health 
problems. Children are our future and we, like no one else, 
know and understand this, because each member of our 
team is a father or mother. That is why we decided to create 
a coin like MiniBTC. As an example, we took bitcoin and 
divided it into MiniBTC along the chain using smart 
contracts. 1 bitcoin made 1 million MiniBTC. MiniBTC has 
faster speeds, lower fees, and is much

greener and much more convenient in the DeFi sector. 

Our tokenomics 
The initial coin offering will take place on the Pinksale 
service, and the 100% liquidity of our coin will also be 
blocked there. 

In total, we have issued 21 trillion coins which will be 
distributed as follows: 
38% will be available for presale  
37,1% will be added to the liquidity pool  
9,9% will be burned  
5% - Airdrop  
5% - Team 
5% - Private Sale
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our smart contract has a redistribution function, this means 
that 5% of all transactions will be distributed to all holders of 
our coin. 

since 9.9 percent were burned, then for each transaction, 
out of 5% of redistribution, 9.9% will be burned - which will 
reduce the number of coins 

Also, 4% of each transaction will be added to the liquidity 
pool 100% of which is locked for 10 years

1% of all transaction s will be redistributed to charity wallet  
https://bscscan.com/address/
0x2DdB64fe7923FE1FcbAc9A69920dF8EDd69E91f7  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Roadmap 
Birth 
Smart Contract - launch & verify at bscscan Website launch  
Social media marketing launch Litepaper 

Security & KYC audit 

Phase 1 
Private sale  
Presale at Pinksale  
1 Phase of marketing  
1000 Holders  
MiniBTC charity foundation  
CMC & Coingecko Listing 

Phase 2 
5000 Holders  
Third party audit 
First voluntary donation + charity partnership  
Searching for new team members 
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Phase 3 

25 000 Holders
Influencer marketing push 
First Airdrop
Donations to our charity partners 

Phase 4
MiniBTC swap
50000 Holders
More Donations to our charity partners Website redisign

Fhase 5
MiniBTC swap airdrop 
200000 Holders

Phase 6
Soon update
Donations to our charity partners

TEAM 
We want to be open in relation to our community and 
instead of a heap of text and a one photo in linkdin or 
twitter, we decided to leave our Instagram pages in 
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contacts. so that you all can see our working moments 
and moments from our lives 

https://twitter.com/minibtcorg


https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCiXJ45emyI_M5TeSClLG_RQ


https://t.me/minibtcorg
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@crypto_valentin                      @gelailashvili                              @montana_natali

https://instagram.com/crypto_valentin?utm_medium=copy_link

